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Thursday, July 4, 2013

The Kandake Dance Theatre for Social Change Needs Interns for Fall 2013!

kandakedance@gmail.com

 
The Kandake Dance Theatre for Social Change is hiring (...and paying in shiny karmic ducats and artistic perks!)

We want:

- A Social Media Whiz: Our FB page already has close to 700 likes!

- A Booking/Presenter Eater: Fire eating is cool but we have that covered. Our members have performed nationally and internationally at
venues such as The Lincoln Center, Brown University and Le Poisson Rouge. As a collective we've performed at Dixon Place, TED MED (part of
TED Talks), The Best Buy Theater and more!

- A Promotion/Marketing Loudmouth: We've packed out our shows but before and we want to expand!

- A Web Designer: Our already sexy first website is here: www.TheKandake.com BUT it's FLASH-- so I-product addicts can't see it. We want
help blinging out our HTML page or possibly combining the two sites.

- A Fundraiser: We've done so much on zero funding and karmic ducats. Imagine what real money could do! We made it to the final round for
the last grant we sought (we are not a 501c3 --and not sure we want to be-- so finding appropriate grants is tough.) We know what is working
for us and, with our powers combined, we can get the funding we seek!

Basically our artistic director is tired of doing these jobs and wants to pass on the responsibility a little bit.

Tell Us:

- What YOU Want: Free dance lessons? Rehearsal space? Experience? Connections? Tea? Snacks? How do we make this worthwhile?

Please reply telling us what your specialty is and what you are looking to get out of this internship.
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